
5 myths about pre-hire
assessments that

shouldn't hold 
you back

An essential solution for hiring even 

in a talent shortage.



 Let us share how evidence-based, validated tools will foster a positive and
engaging candidate experience that supports building best-in-class teams. 



Past work experience and education are

enough to assess potential.

Myth #1 



Without knowing what experience and education makes

someone successful, it is difficult to solely rely on this

information when making a hiring decision.

Validated and evidence-based assessments measure core

competencies, values, personality characteristics, and abilities

required for success.

Only hiring for the same experience and education that is

currently on your team can lead to overlooking candidates with

new and relevant perspectives, ideas, and work styles. This

can impede the development of a diverse workforce.



Myth #2
We'll lose candidates - especially those who

are qualified.



Evaluate (or audit, if that's not too scary a word) your entire

selection process before making any changes. Begin with the

application - what is the candidate experience when they

initially apply? Remove cumbersome questions or requirements

that can be redundant and create a tedious experience.

Clear and engaging assessments coupled with complete

communication on the why of the assessment contribute to

completion rates for Corvirtus assessments reaching 90% or

higher.

Implement efficient and engaging assessments, as short as 10

minutes, for frontline and entry-roles, and increase in time for

those positions which carry greater responsibility.



Myth #3
Assessments open us up to 

discrimination and legal risk.



Ultimately, legal defensibility comes down to showing that

each step of your hiring process is job related. There’s no

stronger way to do that than through evidence and data.

Validated assessments, built specifically for hiring, foster

diversity by evaluating every candidate on consistent criteria.

Scores are compared to dimensions of diversity and protected

classes to ensure an inclusive and fair hiring process.

By having accurate, evidence-based information about 

 candidates early in the hiring process, you’ll understand their

potential vulnerabilities and strengths – and can seek to better

understand a candidate’s potential to perform, live your

culture, and stay.



Myth #4
I'm a better judge of performance potential than

an assessment.



How many times have you interviewed “the perfect candidate,” hired

them, only to realize they were a completely different person? 

We hear this a lot: “The candidate I interviewed was not the candidate I

hired.” Why is this?  

Assessments can improve efficiency and effectiveness by allowing you

to confidently eliminate candidates before the interview. 

While there will always be some degree of judgment and gut feel,

assessments can compliment intuition to make sure you are objective in

your hiring decisions.



Myth #5
My applicant pool is so small 

assessments aren't worth it.



Assessments can help set your new employees up for success by

providing awareness of their work style.

Even if you are choosing between two people - assessments can guide

your decision and direct how you onboard and develop the person you

hire.

A validated assessment will forecast these challenges equipping you

with a plan for action.  

If your applicant pool is limited, assessments are still a powerful tool for

examining strengths and vulnerabilities: setting your new employees up for

success.

When you onboard  new employees you're walking into the unknown. 

 You've probably been astonished by what someone can accomplish so

soon - and caught off guard by what causes (perhaps that same person) to

struggle.  



Questions?
We'd welcome the opportunity to connect and

explore how we can help.

Connect with our Consulting Team
 

http://www.vcita.com/corvirtus

